RV-100 JETPACK
AIR CONDITIONER
Heating & Air-Conditioning
Designed Specifically for
Modularity and Easy Installation
into Modern RV's.
Benefits :
The RV-100 JetPack, represent a new generation of
Air treatment unit which fits unconventionally
inside the Vehicle, Vertically on the external wall.

If compared with existing roof-top Air-Cond’s the
innovative RV-100 JetPack, remains invisible from
the outside.

RV-100 JetPack, is not just an Air-conditioner It is a
multifunctional Air unit able to provide:
Heating, Cooling, Dehumidification, Ventilation,
all-in-one.

The advantages are many, but in principle it reduces
the vehicle height, reduce risk of collisions with
trees or wirings, reduce wind resistance while
driving or in the storms, lower the centre of gravity,
improves vehicle stability reducing vehicle rocking .

Starting from 6” thickness, RV-100 JetPack can
hang like a backpack on the inside wall of your
Trailer or Vehicle or just hiding into an existing
furniture.
Ventilation may be ducted as you please, thankfully
to a powerful high pressure double centrifugal
blower and three ventilation speeds, that to release
the maximum comfort at night, genuine power
during the day and super-power when you need it,
without compromises.

No Need for Roof Top Air Conditioners

RV-100 JetPack remains invisible
from the outside
Extremely miniaturized,
RV-100 JetPack is designed to accompany
you in many years of fun and adventures,
in “the Great Outdoors”.

 DIMENSIONS : (*) Starting from 6” x 32” x 18”+ 3/4
 COOLING CAPACITY : 7,000 / 9,000
 HEATING CAPACITY : 7,000

RV-100 JetPack do not require maintenance, a
scheduled visual inspection of the Air Intakes is
recommended based on environment conditions.

CONDITIONED
AIR

RV100- JetPack is normally powered 115 AC Volts,
alternatively can be supplied with multi-voltage
option 12-48 DC Volts or 115 / 230 AC Volts,
becoming the first HVAC for RV’s running global.
RV-100 JetPack, is the result of the co-operation of
a multinational Team of Automotive Engineers with
decades of
experience into innovation and
miniaturization in their fields, such as road vehicles,
marine, heavy-duty, all climate situations around
the world, joined nowadays with a USA based
manufacturing and a EU/UK engineering.

OUTSIDE AIR

Find more on : www.ukt.us/freetime
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